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Hoot
by Carl Hiaasen

Roy hates his new home in Florida (and the 

unwanted attention of the school bully) but that 

dims when he meets an unusual boy trying to 

save the tiny burrowing owls threatened by a 

large construction project. Together they purport 

to outwit the construction company with clever 

strategies and a group of like-minded allies.

What good books will entice your busy tweens to read this summer? Try one of these kid-favored, adult-approved  

book selections.

Nightmares!
by Jason Segel and Kirsten Miller, illustrated by  

Karl Kwasny

Living in his stepmom’s weird purple mansion 

gives Charlie horrible nightmares. To make  

matters worse, the nightmares become real and 

kidnap his little brother. After discovering his 

house is a portal between the worlds, Charlie 

enters the nightmare realm to save his brother. 

This compelling adventure of courage and 

fantasy shows readers the power of confronting 

their fears.

The One and Only Ivan
by Katherine Applegate, illustrated by  

Patricia Castelao

Based on a true story, Ivan the gorilla narrates 

the story of his 27 years in captivity in a small 

shopping mall cell with two companions: Stella, 

an older elephant, and Bob, a stray dog. Ivan 

promises a dying Stella that he’ll help the new 

baby elephant, Ruby, find a better home. That’s 

when he starts drawing messages to get the 

attention of the janitor’s daughter.

Holes
by Louis Sachar

Ever the underdog, life has gotten even worse 

for Stanley Yelnats when he’s sent to juvenile 

detention camp. Things grow dangerous when 

Stanley realizes the real purpose of the “camp” 

is to find buried treasure. From an evil camp 

director to a family curse (and miraculous 

onions), this coming-of-age adventure will hook 

readers from the first page. 

Coding Games in Scratch
by Jon Woodcock

Scratch is a free computer language for bud-

ding computer programmers. Using this easy-

to-follow, step-by-step guide, kids will learn how 

to make eight different Scratch games including 

a Halloween game, a puzzle maze, and a racing 

game — all while developing problem solving, 

logical thinking, and game design. Talk about a 

fun, self-paced summer STEM / STEAM activity!

The Ultimate Summer Reading List
for 9–12 Year Olds

by Melissa Taylor

From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil 
E. Frankweiler
by E.L. Konigsburg

Claudia and her younger brother run away from 

home to the best place she can think of — the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 

There, the siblings discover a mysterious woman 

who knows secrets about an angel statue. Is it 

a real Michelangelo? And how long can the sib-

lings stay hidden in the museum before they’re 

discovered?

www.readbrightly.com
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/79539/hoot-by-carl-hiaasen/9780440419396/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/235393/nightmares-by-jason-segel-and-kirsten-miller/9780385744263/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780061992254/the-one-and-only-ivan
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/159528/holes-by-louis-sachar/
http://www.dk.com/us/9781465439352-coding-games-in-scratch/
http://books.simonandschuster.com/From-the-Mixed-up-Files-of-Mrs-Basil-E-Frankweiler/E-L-Konigsburg/9781416949756
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(continued)

The Ultimate Summer Reading List
for 9–12 Year Olds

by Melissa Taylor

Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Olympics
by Chris Grabenstein

Teams have returned to compete in the most 

amazing library’s first Library Olympiad. New 

puzzles, mysteries, clues, and adventures make 

this a must-read sequel that includes disappear-

ing books and nonstop action.

Dragon Slippers
by Jessica Day George

After being “given” to a dragon who doesn’t 

want her, Creel flees to the big city to find 

sewing work. Along the way she barters for a 

pair of beautiful slippers and befriends another 

dragon. Once in the city, her slippers are stolen 

and she realizes that her slippers aren’t just 

magical — they’re dangerous. The first in a tril-

ogy, this is an enchanting adventure story sure 

to appeal to Harry Potter fans. 

Sisters
by Raina Telgemeier

Life with a sister isn’t always so great —  

especially on a car trip across the country. 

Can’t you just imagine how dreadful and funny 

that could be? Sisters is a funny yet meaning-

ful graphic novel showing the many sides of a 

sibling relationship.

Rump: The True Story of  
Rumplestiltskin
by Liesl Shurtliff

Rump is elated to find something he’s good 

at: spinning straw into gold. Unfortunately, he 

is cursed with each thread spun. To remove 

the curse, Rump sets off on a quest filled with 

adventure, friendship, and magic.

Big Nate: Game On!
by Lincoln Peirce

Nate is up to his usual hilarity — this time with 

sports. He attempts to trash-talk opponents 

(with limited success) and tries to find his lucky 

talisman (smelly socks?) in a variety of different 

sports: soccer, baseball, and basketball.  

Guaranteed to make your child laugh out loud!

Ultimate Weird But True
by National Geographic Kids

The best thing about this book — aside from all 

the crazy facts — is that you can start reading 

it from any page. Even kids who are reluctant 

readers will enjoy surfing through true stories 

about tornadoes of fire, hamburger motorcy-

cles, and other weird-but-true phenomena.

Wonder
by R. J. Palacio

Fifth-grader Auggie’s face looks different, and 

kids at his school treat him cruelly because of it. 

He and several other characters share, in their 

own words, perspectives on Auggie’s first year 

in public school — his struggles, his sense of  

humor, and how other kids begin looking 

beyond the surface to see Auggie for who he 

really is.

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/246493/mr-lemoncellos-library-olympics-by-chris-grabenstein/
https://store.scholastic.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/SearchCmd?catalogId=16551&langId=-11301&productId=165460&storeId=11301&krypto=l2Yadzvs8abRPFJDHCc%2BRhgxnO%2BXlRqMw%2BQS5AgRQ1ffZzjPvDUzdtTV8r1NyNMJoXSFQ8NcOB7Vy2T6oS4JPp5087FxDGiL%2BWDlrBUnmgs1JdQnDaA0iQLiUEDbSj0kt59M8TSk853TXQKqAvp7baGKinmP7kyKN6JwkXhir8r5dKTwxs1I1R5btjQfMkBL47dort5T4I8eUOepj7KC4QRyZJDbSseiSJ0FFUs1IJY%3D&ddkey=http%3Asso%2FBooks%2FPaperback-Books%2FSisters
http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/dragon-slippers-9781599900575/
http://www.andrewsmcmeel.com/catalog/detail?sku=9781449427771
http://shop.nationalgeographic.com/ngs/product/books/kids-books/kids-book-series/weird-but-true/ultimate-weird-but-true?npd&npd
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/208913/wonder-by-r-j-palacio/9780375869020/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/218540/rump-the-true-story-of-rumpelstiltskin-by-liesl-shurtliff/9780307977960/
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1. Read

Reading keeps your comprehension skills up to par. But

make daily reading fun, not grueling. Participate in a 

summer reading program. Let your child choose the 

books they want to read. Let them stay up late to read in 

bed with a headlamp. Read and review books on 

KidzVuz. For more creative reading activities, visit my 

Reading Activities board on Pinterest.

2. take Field trips

Museums, nature centers, and historic sites build a 

child’s background knowledge and vocabulary. If this 

isn’t an option, you can always go on a virtual field 

trip.

3. Play Games

Most games help kids practice social skills and problem 

solving, both good things to keep sharp over the summer. 

Try playing strategy and thinking games like Scrambled 

States of America, wordARound, Swish, Snake Oil, 

FlipOut, or Zeus on the Loose.

4. Shop

Let your kids spend their allowance. And encourage them 

to help you pay for things when you’re out shopping. This 

gives them practice adding up costs as well as counting 

money, important math and life skills.

5. write

Since kids love technology, get your kids writing with their 

own private blog. Suggest writing reviews about mov-

ies, games, or books to share with their friends and family 

members.

Make writing social. Kids will have fun writing a shared

story with their friends via email or Google Docs.

6. Make Math Fun

It’s true that kids lose their math facts without practice. 

Certainly there’s always flashcards, but don’t forget 

multiplication and division apps. See what you think about 

these fun choices: Sushi Monster, Mathmateer, and 

Squeebles.

7. Go to Camp

Attend a camp. Even better, attend a camp that encour-

ages developing new skills. Reinforce the camp’s learning 

with discussion and activities at home.

8. try DIY with Pinterest

It’s not just adults who are addicted to Pinterest; kids love 

it, too. Help your kids use Pinterest to find DIY activities 

to try — whether arts and crafts or home décor. They’ll be 

reading, following directions, problem solving, and best 

of all, creating. Follow MAKe Magazine, Instructables 

and Babble Dabble Do for lots of DIY ideas.

8 Ways to Prevent Tweens from 
Backsliding This Summer

by Melissa Taylor

Two and a half months of vacation equals two and a half months of no learning. And sometimes that equals two and a 

half months of backsliding, also called summer learning loss.

But there’s good news. You can prevent this dreaded summer learning loss by keeping your kids’ brains engaged 

throughout the summer. Here’s how:

www.readbrightly.com
https://www.kidzvuz.com/topic/books-and-magazines/
https://www.pinterest.com/melissa_taylor2/reading-activities/
http://www.eschoolnews.com/2013/04/07/ten-of-the-best-virtual-field-trips/
http://www.eschoolnews.com/2013/04/07/ten-of-the-best-virtual-field-trips/
http://www.gamewright.com/gamewright/index.php?section=games&page=game&show=265
http://www.gamewright.com/gamewright/index.php?section=games&page=game&show=265
http://thinkfun.com/wordaround
http://thinkfun.com/swish
http://www.otb-games.com/games/party-games/snake-oil/
http://www.gamewright.com/gamewright/index.php?section=games&page=game&show=255
http://www.gamewright.com/gamewright/index.php?section=games&page=game&show=203
http://mashable.com/2010/10/03/help-children-blog/
http://imaginationsoup.net/2014/09/kids-collaborative-email-stories/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sushi-monster/id512651258?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mathmateer/id393989284?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/squeebles-times-tables-2/id666245333?mt=8
https://www.pinterest.com/makemagazine/pins/
https://www.pinterest.com/instructables/
https://www.pinterest.com/babbledabbledo/
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Books:  This one is obvious, but it’s worth planning. Is 

there a series your kids have been dying to dig into? Or 

one your whole family might like — if only you had the 

time? Long trips lend themselves to, say, the whole 

Harry Potter series in audiobook form. Or, the 

treat for your kids of the next ten Magic Tree House 

books. Slip in surprises, so that if your kid is bored with 

the choices she made, you can present a new book or 

audiobook.

Maps:  Yes, you’re using GPS; who wouldn’t? But there’s

something retro-fun about breaking out a big atlas and 

showing the kids where you’re going and marking the 

route you’ll likely take. You might consider making photo-

copies of pages and putting them on a clipboard so the 

kids can follow along and draw on the maps. 

Checklists:  We often drive from New York to Washing-

ton, D.C., and we never leave home without a pre-printed 

list of the 50 states and a few Canadian provinces, so we 

can check off license plates as we see them. And yes, even 

in that relatively short route, we have gotten as many as 

35 states and two or three provinces checked off. Still look-

ing for Alaska…

Picnic supplies:  You may be planning to snack or 

consume packed lunches in the car, or stop at roadside 

diners or highway rest stops. But be prepared for possible 

picnics, too; just toss a blanket in the back of the car. If you 

have room, pack camp chairs and/or sports equipment.

Recording device:  On a long road trip my family took in 

the late 1970s, my dad got us the coolest item ever: a tape 

player that we could plug into the cigarette lighter. Not 

only could we listen to tapes (mostly kiddie stuff, thanks 

to the addition of my toddler brother), we could record. 

Your kids, depending on their ages and your stomach for 

handing over your smartphone, can record a travelogue to 

listen back to later — much better than our approximately 

400 listens of Sesame Street’s Greatest Hits.

Bag of tricks:  My friend Claudia took her three daugh-

ters back to her native Argentina many times over the 

course of their childhoods — a 14-hour plane ride. She 

survived with this tried and true trick: three backpacks 

stocked with dollar-store ephemera they could pull out and 

delight themselves with periodically.

Survival kit:  You probably thought of things like a first-

aid kit and water bottles. But also consider stashing a bag 

with sweatshirts and/or blankets, chargers for everything 

and/or batteries, snacks that don’t require either refrig-

eration or wet-naps to consume (like trail mix). But bring 

wet-naps, too. Why not!

Whatever you do this summer, happy travels!

Planning something epic for summer travel? Whether you’ll be spending hours on a plane or hours (or days) in your car,

you’ll need some strategies, starting with a good sense of humor and spirit of adventure. Here’s our thoroughly modern list 

of Road Trip Survival Essentials. And while books are an obvious first, they’re not you or your kids’ only needs:

Planes, Trains, and Automobiles:
Family Travel Essentials

by Denise Schipani

www.readbrightly.com
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/125160/magic-tree-house-collection-books-1-8-by-mary-pope-osborne/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/125160/magic-tree-house-collection-books-1-8-by-mary-pope-osborne/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/225957/harry-potter-1-7-audio-collection-by-jk-rowling-read-by-jim-dale/
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How do you face a long road trip with the kids when no one can read because they get car sick, and you have a “clas-

sic” car (i.e., only equipped with a radio and a CD player)? One word: audiobooks. Thanks to audiobooks, our family looks 

forward to hitting the road. (We’ve even been known to cheer for traffic when we’re at an especially exciting part of a story.) 

Listening to audiobooks provides us with an all-too-rare shared reading experience now that our daughter is, “too old to 

have stories read to me.” So stop dreading the drives, and start planning your audio itinerary. Here are seven of our fam-

ily’s favorites to get you started.

Boy
by Roald Dahl, narrated by Dan Stevens

The audio adaptations of Roald Dahl’s nov-

els have long been family favorites, so I was 

thrilled when I found Boy on the new audio-

books shelf at our local library. Boy is Dahl’s 

memoir about his remarkable childhood, the 

source of many memorable moments in Dahl’s 

novels. Dan Stevens, “Downton Abbey’s” Mat-

thew Crawley, shows his considerable talents as 

a voice actor, portraying characters that range 

from cruel public school classmates, to kindly 

Norwegian relatives, to dotty doctors.

Dead End in Norvelt
by Jack Gantos, narrated by the author

Twelve-year-old Jack Gantos has planned the 

perfect summer, but he didn’t count on being 

grounded. But it turns out that his punishment, 

helping an elderly neighbor with odd jobs, is 

full of surprises. In this Newbery Medal winner, 

Jack Gantos masterfully interweaves humor 

and history into this entertaining story about 

an unforgettable summer.

Guys Read: Funny Business
edited by John Scieszka, read by John Scieszka

Warning: Listening to Guys Read: Funny Busi-

ness during a car ride may cause laughter-

induced lateness when driver must pull over to 

catch her breath or wipe off milk from the back 

of her neck which was spat out by hysterical 

passengers in the back seat.

Master of monkey business Jon Scieszka treats

young and old alike to a gaggle of giggles in 

this collection of ten hilarious stories from some 

of the funniest writers around. The all-star line-

up includes kidlit faves Jeff Kinney, Paul Feig, 

and Kate DiCamillo.

Liesl & Po
by Lauren Oliver, narrated by Jim Dale

Poor Liesl. Her cruel stepmother forces her to 

live in the attic where her only friends are the 

shadows and the mice. At first my daughter 

wasn’t interested in what sounded like yet 

another take on Cinderella, but once I told her 

that Jim Dale, of the Grammy Award-winning 

Harry Potter audiobooks, was the reader, she 

agreed to give Liesl & Po a chance. In minutes, 

we were captivated by Jim Dale’s extraordinary 

performance and absorbed in the adventures of 

three unlikely friends.

End “Are We There Yet?” with These 7 
Entertaining Audiobooks for Tweens

by Liz Lesnick

www.readbrightly.com
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/304698/boy-by-roald-dahl/
http://us.macmillan.com/books/9781427213570
http://www.harpercollins.com/9780062007667/guys-read-funny-business
http://www.harpercollins.com/9780062111197/liesl-and-po
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(continued)

End “Are We There Yet?” with These 7 
Entertaining Audiobooks for Tweens

by Liz Lesnick

A Series of Unfortunate Events #1: 
The Bad Beginning
by Lemony Snicket, narrated by a full cast, 

featuring Tim Curry

Even if your child has read the entire Lemony 

Snicket series many times over, like a certain 

someone in my house, don’t deprive them or 

you of the delicious, dark delights of the series’ 

audiobooks. A perfectly cast Tim Curry revels in 

his roles as the narrator (a.k.a. Lemony Snicket) 

and the dastardly Count Olaf, uncle of the 

orphaned Baudelaire children, who is not to be 

trusted. Take my advice, bring Book Two (and 

maybe Three) to pre-empt a cranky passenger 

on your return trip.

When You Reach Me
by Rebecca Stead, narrated by Cynthia Holloway

Everyone around sixth grader Miranda seems 

to be changing — friends, family, even her 

neighborhood. Then she starts getting a series 

of anonymous letters, and her world really 

does seem to be turning upside down. Rebecca 

Stead’s artful blend of science fiction and mys-

tery kept us guessing through the story’s star-

tling conclusion. When You Reach Me sparked a 

lot of questions and conversations in our family 

and helped a long car ride fly by.

Masterpiece
by Elise Broach, narrated by by Jeremy Davidson

Meet James, an 11-year-old boy, and his friend 

Marvin, a beetle, and exceptional artist, who 

lives under the kitchen sink in James’s apart-

ment. When James stumbles on a plan to steal 

an Albrecht Durer drawing from the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, he’ll need Marvin’s talents 

to foil the heist. Mystery lovers and fans of 

From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frank-

weiler will love this charming tale of a boy and 

a beetle that save the day.

http://www.harpercollins.com/9780060817916/series-of-unfortunate-events-1-multi-voice-a-the-bad-beginning
http://us.macmillan.com/books/9781427205155
http://www.randomhouse.com/book/172230/when-you-reach-me-by-rebecca-stead/audiobook
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1. Round Robin Storytelling

Take turns inventing a story. One player makes up the beginning of the story then the other players continue it. Try to 

incorporate landmarks, signs, or other things you see out your car windows into the story.

2. Would You Rather?

Use your imagination and ask other players to pick one of two situations. Start with the prompt “Would you rather … ?”

3. Mad Libs

Grab a pencil and fill in the story blanks to make a crazy story.

4. Name that Tune (or Artist)

Have someone with an iPod play song selections — decide how many seconds to play each and which point in the song 

to start from. See who can name the tune or artist first.

5. Around the World

The object of this game is to name places (countries, cities, states, bodies of water, or landmarks) around the world us-

ing the last letter of the word the player before you said. So if player one names a place in the world such as “Canada,” 

player two must name something that starts with an “a” since “a” is the last letter of the word “Canada.”

6. Rubberneckers

In this card game, players must watch closely to find the items listed on the cards in order to score points.

7. I’m Going Camping Game

The first player thinks of a rule for the game but doesn’t tell anyone. The rule could be things that are black, things that 

start with the letter “M,” things that grow in the ground, or anything like that. The player then says, “I’m going camping 

and I’m bringing _____ ,” and says something that fits with the rule. The game continues with the next player saying 

what he will bring. If the player guesses the rule and brings the appropriate thing, he can “come along.” If not, “Sorry, 

you can’t go camping.”

Delightfully Distracted: Great
Learning Games for Car Trips

by Melissa Taylor

Whether on short trips to the store or long road trips, car games help make travel time more entertaining and distract 

your kids from the monotony of the drive. Even better is if those games help your kids learn. See what you think about these 

seven car games for tweens.

www.readbrightly.com
http://www.madlibs.com/books/144_mad_libs_on_the_road
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SHADOW OF THE SHARK
Available This Summer!

On sale June 23rd 
wherever books are sold!

www.readbrightly.com
MagicTreeHouse.com
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From MAD LIBS ® ON THE ROAD • Copyright © 2001, 1999 by Price Stern Sloan 
a division of Penguin Putnam Books for Young Readers, New York.

www.readbrightly.com
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MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it 
by yourself!  To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the 
page below.  Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called 
for.  Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank 
spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

CAMPFIRE STORIES
PLURAL NOUN  

ADJECTIVE  

PLURAL NOUN  

ADJECTIVE  

ADJECTIVE  

NOUN  

LAST NAME  

LAST NAME  

A PLACE   

LAST NAME   

PART OF THE BODY   

TYPE OF LIQUID  

ARTICLE OF CLOTHING (PLURAL)   

PLURAL NOUN  

NOUN  

VERB ENDING IN “ING”  

ADJECTIVE  

          

www.readbrightly.com
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It is always fun to chop up some ________________ and use them to
                                                            PLURAL NOUN

build a/an ___________________ campfire. Then you get all of the
                             ADJECTIVE

_______________ to sit around the fire and tell scary stories. You can
     PLURAL NOUN

tell about Ichabod Crane, the ________________ schoolteacher of Sleepy
                                                 ADJECTIVE

Hollow and his ____________ adventures with the headless __________ .
                          ADJECTIVE                                                       NOUN             

Or you can tell “The Fall of the House of ________________________ ,”
                                                                           LAST NAME                                   

which was written by Edgar Allen ______________________. Or you can
                                                              LAST NAME

tell about vampires from (the) ________________, like the terrible Count
                                                     A PLACE

_______________________ , who bit people on the ________________
             LAST NAME                                                       PART OF THE BODY

and drank their ___________________ .  By this time, many of the young
                               TYPE OF LIQUID

campers will start shaking in their ____________________________ and
                                                       ARTICLE OF CLOTHING (PLURAL)

will begin yelling for their ____________________ and go hide under the
                                                PLURAL NOUN

_______________ .  Believe me, when it comes to __________________
          NOUN                                                            VERB ENDING IN “ING”

a bunch of kids, there’s nothing like a real ________________ ghost story.
                                                                    ADJECTIVE

             
          

CAMPFIRE STORIES

          

From CAMP DAZE MAD LIBS • Copyright © 1988 by Price Stern Sloan 
a member of Penguin Putnam Books for Young Readers, New York.

www.readbrightly.com
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SUMMER

Activity 
Kit

Label Your Plants
Summer is the perfect time to grow your own plants! 

Add some color and personalize them by making one or 
more of these different markers and labels for your pot!

3. Push the skewer 
inside the circle 
and glue to the 
bottle base.

Tall Labels
Labels on sticks will stand out in a 

pot. They are ideal markers for plants 
that will grow tall and bushy, such as 

herbs. Waterproof labels can be made 
using pizza bases, which are also easy 

to cut and paint.to cut and paint.

You will need:
Recycle a pizza base

Skewers

Reuse an old 
plastic bottle

2. Cut a small 
circle out of  
your pizza 
base.

1. Carefully cut 
off the bottom of 

your bottle.

Basil

1.  Draw a 
butterfly on 
a pizza base.
Cut it out.

Butterfl y

2. Push your stick 
inside the butterfly. 
Now it’s ready 
to paint.

Stone 
markers

Mark the pots that you 
have used with colorful 
stones. What eye-catching 
designs will you paint? designs will you paint? 

Paint
Why not paint a stone in one 
color and then choose another 
color for a fl ower, or paint the 
fi rst letter of your name?

2. Push your stick 
inside the butterfly. 

3. Push the skewer 
inside the circle 

plastic bottleplastic bottle

2. Cut a small 
circle out of  
your pizza 
base.

1. Carefully cut 
off the bottom of 

your bottle.

1. Carefully cut 
off the bottom of 

your bottle.

www.readbrightly.com



